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Asked to talk about my project and approach to architectural anthropology



Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
My approach to architectural anthropology: Diller & Scofidio, 2002, National Expo Switzerland, Lake Neuchatel. ”Blur is not a building. Blur is pure atmosphere”Architecture as an ontological achievementArchitecture as Materiality, Atmosphere and Processes - what people, including deisgners, janitors, and squaters, do in, with, and through spaces



Light as building material
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Taken-for-granted







http://www.flickr.com/photos/katemil/3542244662/

From perception to attunements



Attuning atmospheres

“Those are the kind of small universes you 
can create, which to me is hygge. If you can 
create a tiny, tiny world for yourself and 
isolate yourself and say ‘Now it is just me, 
and I don’t know, a book or something, 
right?’ So you light up this area, and this is 
where I am. 
And it is great if there is sort of a small circle 
of darkness or at least darker illumination. 
Then you feel that ‘now it is all about this 
point’, and this is where we are 
concentrated. Shutting everything else out. 
Then nothing can stress or irritate or disrupt 
you […] 
The surrounding darkness is all of the 
sudden there, embracing you with, like, a 
cosy layer, duvet, or cover. An embrace – a 
big lovely hug. I think that is hyggeligt. 
Darkness can be bloody hyggeligt” - Martin



Hygge

I use light to create a presence beyond my
own. It is not something that I have previously
been so conscious about. I have been studying
for exams and my boyfriend has been away
for some time now. I’ve been sitting in the 
office, writing, sitting there, and still I just kept
the light on in the living room. It is not an 
excessive light, it is not glowing vividly, just a 
little bit. Enough for me to feel that I am not 
alone. That’s how I feel. Just a little bit of light 
in the living room makes me feel like
something else is there [.] it is a presence that
is not human. [.] I think I feel that there is 
someone other than just me, if I put this light 
on. I can’t put my finger on what it is’ 

- Anna



Sociality of light

“I find it so cosy (hyggeligt), when a 
little bit of light reaches the inside 
from out there. In the same way, I love 
to see the light on the other side of the 
street and see that people are at 
home. In this way, there is a little bit of 
life around me, and I can see that I am 
not the only one awake around 
midnight. Light offers a sense of 
secureness (tryghed) and community 
(fællesskab).” Nicole



Living with Nordic Lighting
• Homes
• Urban Spaces
• Public Buildings
• Designers



Homes - Qualifying Boundaries



Qualifying urban atmospheres

Atmospheric story telling



Qualifying Architectural Atmospheres



Qualifying atmospheres in design

http://s3.transloadit.com.s3.amazonaws.com/4b30ae61b7c84e42b6be045272ec3211/6b/35f95d22f779268f269f93046fe1db/003AA19971208A0152ArchitecturearchitectsGehry-FrankGehry-PortraitsGehry-
Portraits-1994-1999Frank-O.-Gehry-architect.jpg



Summation
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Looking at architecture as the entanglement of materialities, processes, practices and atmospheresThe main contribution of architectural anthropology is not to develop methods, but to create ways of thinking and insist on the relevance of context
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